Lesson Plans & Outlines for Set 2 of BOB Books

These lesson outlines go with Set 2, Books 1-12

A few notes from This Reading Mama:

• This is the way I would use all the printables. You are by no means required to use them in the way/order that I suggest. I just want to offer it because I am asked so often how to use the printables in conjunction with the BOB Books.

• Several activities are similar in nature between bloggers (for example, two bloggers may have a word search activity.) When this is the case, I have listed both activities in the same slot. You have complete freedom to choose the one(s) that you like best for your child.

• With all these activities, follow the lead of your child. If he shows signs of disinterest or frustration, STOP! Take a break. You may also need to re-evaluate if your child is ready for these books and activities. I cannot emphasize enough the need to be a student of your student. These activities are meant to be engaging, hands-on and fun. If it stops being that for either one of you, it’s time to pull back a little (or a lot).

• While these decodable readers are helpful for beginning readers in terms of phonics and sight words, they provide little opportunity to work on comprehension (that’s just the nature of beginning decodable readers). Modeling comprehension strategies while reading quality literature out loud and with your child is also a vital component of teaching reading. You can find teacher/mom-tested read aloud texts and helpful hints for reading aloud to your child on my Read Aloud Resource Pinterest board.

Click HERE or on the image to see all of the lesson outlines for Sets 1-5.
Set 2, Book 1: Fun in the Sun

Links to Book 1 Printables:

- 3 Dinosaurs
- Rockabye Butterfly
- Royal Baloo
- This Reading Mama
- Walking by the Way

Day 1

- Read the book through with child. Help guide the child to read any unknown words while reading. Re-read together one more time (or as many times as the child would like).
- Which One is Different? {3 Dinosaurs} / Word Matching {Rockabye Butterfly} / Rhyming Words Matching {Walking by the Way}
- Vowel Sound Sort {Royal Baloo}
- Decorate the Sight Word / Color by Sight Word {Royal Baloo} / Color the Sight Words {3 Dinosaurs}

Day 2

- Tic-Tac-Toe / Hat Stack {Walking by the Way}
- Vowel Sound Sort (review) / Short a Sheet / Color by Vowel Sounds / Graph by Vowel Sound {Royal Baloo}
- Re-read the book together. Help your child, if necessary, to read any "tricky" words.
- Read, Write & Stamp {3 Dinosaurs} / Read, Rainbow Write & Build {Royal Baloo}
- Word Search {Rockabye Butterfly} / Word Paths {3 Dinosaurs}

Day 3

- Cube Printables {3 Dinosaurs} – find a link to directions on the last page of this PDF
- Ask the child to re-read the book all by himself.
- Trace and Write {Rockabye Butterfly} / Making CVC Words {3 Dinosaurs} / Write the words in the boxes. {Royal Baloo} / Words to Type {Walking by the Way}
- CVC Word Puzzles {This Reading Mama}
- Draw and Write {Rockabye Butterfly} / Writing {3 Dinosaurs}

Extra & Extensions

- Read and Write the Room {Royal Baloo}
- Short Vowel Word Hunts {This Reading Mama}
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Set 2, Book 2: Up, Pup

Links to Book 2 Printables:

- 3 Dinosaurs
- Rockabye Butterfly
- Royal Baloo
- This Reading Mama
- Walking by the Way

Day 1

- Read the book through with child. Help guide the child to read any unknown words while reading. Re-read together one more time (or as many times as the child would like).
- Which One is Different? {3 Dinosaurs} / Word Matching {Rockabye Butterfly}
- Vowel Sound Sort {Royal Baloo}
- Decorate the Sight Word {Royal Baloo} / Color the Sight Words {3 Dinosaurs}
- Word and Picture Matching {This Reading Mama} / Color by Short Vowel {Royal Baloo}

Day 2

- Dot the Words {Walking by the Way}
- CVC Bottle Cap Spelling {This Reading Mama} / Vowel Sound Sort (review) / Short u Sheet / Fill in the Vowel {Royal Baloo}
- Re-read the book together. Help your child, if necessary, to read any "tricky" words.
- Read, Write & Stamp {3 Dinosaurs} / Read, Rainbow Write & Build {Royal Baloo}
- Word Search {Rockabye Butterfly} / Word Paths {3 Dinosaurs} / Was Maze {Walking by the Way}

Day 3

- Cube Printables {3 Dinosaurs}
- Ask the child to re-read the book all by himself.
- Trace and Write {Rockabye Butterfly} / Making CVC Words {3 Dinosaurs} / Write the words in the boxes. {Royal Baloo} / Words to Type {Walking by the Way}
- Writing {3 Dinosaurs} / Stack by Size and Write {Royal Baloo}

Extra & Extensions

- Read and Write the Room {Royal Baloo}
- Apostrophe Sheet {Rockabye Butterfly}
- Up on Top {Walking by the Way}
- Short Vowel Word Hunts {This Reading Mama}
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Set 2, Book 3: Pip and Pog

Links to Book 3 Printables:

- 3 Dinosaurs
- Rockabye Butterfly
- Royal Baloo
- This Reading Mama
- Walking by the Way

Day 1

- Read the book through with child. Help guide the child to read any unknown words while reading. Re-read together one more time (or as many times as the child would like).
- Which One is Different? {3 Dinosaurs} / Word Matching {Rockabye Butterfly}
- Short Vowel Word Sort {This Reading Mama}
- Decorate the Sight Word / Color by Sight Word {Royal Baloo} / Color the Sight Words {3 Dinosaurs}
- Car Crash {Walking by the Way}

Day 2

- Roll a Rhyme {This Reading Mama} / Rhyming Maze {Walking by the Way}
- Short Vowel Word Sort {review from This Reading Mama} / Short o Sheet / Short Vowel Car Race {Royal Baloo}
- Re-read the book together. Help your child, if necessary, to read any "tricky" words.
- Read, Write & Stamp {3 Dinosaurs} / Read, Rainbow Write & Build {Royal Baloo}
- Word Search {Rockabye Butterfly} / Sight Word Search {This Reading Mama} / Word Paths {3 Dinosaurs}

Day 3

- Cube Printables {3 Dinosaurs}
- Ask the child to re-read the book all by himself.
- Trace and Write {Rockabye Butterfly} / Making CVC Words {3 Dinosaurs} / Write the words in the boxes. {Royal Baloo} / Words to Type {Walking by the Way}
- CVC Words -Write the Words {This Reading Mama}
- Writing {3 Dinosaurs} / Car Writing {Rockabye Butterfly}

Extra & Extensions

- Read and Write the Room {Royal Baloo}
- Clip the Vowel {Royal Baloo}
- Short Vowel Word Hunts {This Reading Mama}
- Stop Sign {Walking by the Way}
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Set 2, Book 4: Bow-Wow!

Links to Book 4 Printables:

- 3 Dinosaurs
- Rockabye Butterfly
- Royal Baloo
- This Reading Mama
- Walking by the Way

Day 1

- Read the book through with child. Help guide the child to read any unknown words while reading. Re-read together one more time (or as many times as the child would like).
- Which One is Different? {3 Dinosaurs} / Word Matching {Rockabye Butterfly}
- Spy Short Vowel Words / Read and Write the Room {Royal Baloo}
- Decorate the Sight Word {Royal Baloo} / Color the Sight Words {3 Dinosaurs}

Day 2

- Give the Dog a Bone {Walking by the Way}
- Short i Sheet / Color by Short Vowel / {Royal Baloo}
- Re-read the book together. Help your child, if necessary, to read any "tricky" words.
- Read, Write & Stamp {3 Dinosaurs} / Read, Rainbow Write & Build {Royal Baloo} / Build the Words {Walking by the Way}
- Word Search {Rockabye Butterfly} / Word Search {Royal Baloo} / Words to Find {Walking by the Way} / Word Paths {3 Dinosaurs} / Short Vowel Dog Maze {Royal Baloo}

Day 3

- Cube Printables {3 Dinosaurs}
- Ask the child to re-read the book all by himself.
- Trace and Write {Rockabye Butterfly} / Making CVC Words {3 Dinosaurs} / Write the words in the boxes. {Royal Baloo} / Words to Type {Walking by the Way}
- CVC Word Puzzles {This Reading Mama}
- Writing {3 Dinosaurs}

Extra & Extensions

- Punctuation Sheet {Rockabye Butterfly}
- Short Vowel Word Hunts {This Reading Mama}
Set 2, Book 5: The Big Hat

Links to Book 5 Printables:

- 3 Dinosaurs
- Rockabye Butterfly
- Royal Baloo
- This Reading Mama
- Walking by the Way

Day 1

- Read the book through with child. Help guide the child to read any unknown words while reading. Re-read together one more time (or as many times as the child would like).
- Which One is Different? {3 Dinosaurs} / Word Matching {Rockabye Butterfly}
- Color by Sight Word {Royal Baloo} / Color the Sight Words {3 Dinosaurs}
- Word and Picture Matching {This Reading Mama}

Day 2

- Roll, Read, Color / Guess the Word {Royal Baloo} / Listen and Stick / In the Hat {Walking by the Way}
- CVC Bottle Cap Spelling {This Reading Mama} / Short e Sheet {Royal Baloo}
- Re-read the book together. Help your child, if necessary, to read any "tricky" words.
- Read, Write & Stamp {3 Dinosaurs} / Read, Rainbow Write & Build / Stamp the Words {Royal Baloo}
- Word Search {Rockabye Butterfly} / Word Paths {3 Dinosaurs}

Day 3

- Cube Printables {3 Dinosaurs}
- Ask the child to re-read the book all by himself.
- Trace and Write {Rockabye Butterfly} / Making CVC Words {3 Dinosaurs} / Write the words in the boxes. {Royal Baloo} / Words to Type {Walking by the Way}
- Writing {3 Dinosaurs}

Extra & Extensions

- Read and Write the Room {Royal Baloo}
- Decorate the Big Hat {Rockabye Butterfly}
- Reading Comprehension {Walking by the Way}
- Short Vowel Word Hunts {This Reading Mama}
Set 2, Book 6: *Pip and Pog*

Links to Book 6 Printables:

- [3 Dinosaurs](#)
- [Rockabye Butterfly](#)
- [Royal Baloo](#)
- [This Reading Mama](#)
- [Walking by the Way](#)

**Day 1**

- Read the book through with child. Help guide the child to read any unknown words while reading. Re-read together one more time (or as many times as the child would like).
- Story Retelling {Walking by the Way}
- Which One is Different? {3 Dinosaurs} / Word Matching {Rockabye Butterfly}
- Short Vowel Word Sort {This Reading Mama}
- Color the Sight Words {3 Dinosaurs}

**Day 2**

- Roll a Rhyme {This Reading Mama} / Rhyme Time {Walking by the Way}
- Short Vowel Word Sort {review from This Reading Mama} / Color by Short Vowel / Word Scrambles / Cut and Paste {Royal Baloo}
- Re-read the book together. Help your child, if necessary, to read any "tricky" words.
- Read, Write & Stamp {3 Dinosaurs} / Read, Rainbow Write & Build {Royal Baloo}
- Word Search {Rockabye Butterfly} / Sight Word Search {This Reading Mama} / Word Paths {3 Dinosaurs}

**Day 3**

- Cube Printables {3 Dinosaurs}
- Ask the child to re-read the book all by himself.
- Trace and Write {Rockabye Butterfly} / Making CVC Words {3 Dinosaurs} / Write the words in the boxes. {Royal Baloo} / Words to Type {Walking by the Way}
- CVC Words -Write the Words {This Reading Mama}
- Writing {3 Dinosaurs}

**Extra & Extensions**

- Read and Write the Room {Royal Baloo}
- Catch the Fox Game {Royal Baloo}
- Tic-Tac-Toe {Walking by the Way}
- Short Vowel Word Hunts {This Reading Mama}
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Set 2, Book 7: OK, Kids

Links to Book 7 Printables:

- 3 Dinosaurs
- Rockabye Butterfly
- Royal Baloo
- This Reading Mama
- Walking by the Way

Day 1

- Read the book through with child. Help guide the child to read any unknown words while reading. Re-read together one more time (or as many times as the child would like).
- Which One is Different? {3 Dinosaurs} / Word Matching {Rockabye Butterfly}
- Color by Vowel Sound {Royal Baloo}
- Decorate the Sight Word / Color by Sight Word {Royal Baloo} / Color the Sight Words {3 Dinosaurs}

Day 2

- Dot the Words {Walking by the Way}
- Short i Vowel Book {Royal Baloo} / Graph by Vowel Sound {Royal Baloo}
- Re-read the book together. Help your child, if necessary, to read any "tricky" words.
- Read, Write & Stamp {3 Dinosaurs} / Read, Rainbow Write & Build {Royal Baloo}
- Word Search {Rockabye Butterfly} / Word Paths {3 Dinosaurs}

Day 3

- Cube Printables {3 Dinosaurs}
- Ask the child to re-read the book all by himself.
- Trace and Write {Rockabye Butterfly} / Making CVC Words {3 Dinosaurs} / Write the words in the boxes. {Royal Baloo} / Words to Type {Walking by the Way}
- CVC Word Puzzles {This Reading Mama}
- Writing {3 Dinosaurs}

Extra & Extensions

- Read and Write the Room {Royal Baloo}
- Capital Letters/Name Sheet {Rockabye Butterfly}
- In the Bag Memory Match Game {Walking by the Way}
- Short Vowel Word Hunts {This Reading Mama}
Set 2, Book 8: Rub-a-Dub

Links to Book 8 Printables:

- 3 Dinosaurs
- Rockabye Butterfly
- Royal Baloo
- This Reading Mama
- Walking by the Way

Day 1

- Read the book through with child. Help guide the child to read any unknown words while reading. Re-read together one more time (or as many times as the child would like).
- Which One is Different? {3 Dinosaurs} / Word Matching {Rockabye Butterfly}
- Cat Sorting {Royal Baloo}
- Decorate the Sight Word {Royal Baloo} / Color the Sight Words {3 Dinosaurs}
- Word and Picture Matching {This Reading Mama} / Color by Short Vowel {Royal Baloo}

Day 2

- CVC Bottle Cap Spelling {This Reading Mama}
- Short u Vowel Book / Fill in the Vowel {Royal Baloo}
- Re-read the book together. Help your child, if necessary, to read any "tricky" words.
- Read, Write & Stamp {3 Dinosaurs} / Read, Rainbow Write & Build {Royal Baloo}
- Word Search {Rockabye Butterfly} / Words to Find / Rhyming Maze {Walking by the Way} / Word Paths {3 Dinosaurs}

Day 3

- Cube Printables {3 Dinosaurs}
- Ask the child to re-read the book all by himself.
- Trace and Write {Rockabye Butterfly} / Making CVC Words {3 Dinosaurs} / Write the words in the boxes. {Royal Baloo} / Words to Type {Walking by the Way}
- Writing {3 Dinosaurs}

Extra & Extensions

- Read and Write the Room {Royal Baloo}
- Sort by Short Vowel {Royal Baloo}
- Six Cats in the Tub Drawing {Rockabye Butterfly}
- Six Kittens Coloring {Walking by the Way}
- Short Vowel Word Hunts {This Reading Mama}
Set 2, Book 9: Go, Bus

Links to Book 9 Printables:
- 3 Dinosaurs
- Rockabye Butterfly
- Royal Baloo
- This Reading Mama
- Walking by the Way

Day 1
- Read the book through with child. Help guide the child to read any unknown words while reading. Re-read together one more time (or as many times as the child would like).
- Which One is Different? {3 Dinosaurs} / Word Matching {Rockabye Butterfly}
- Short Vowel Word Sort {This Reading Mama}
- Decorate the Sight Word / Color by Sight Word {Royal Baloo} / Color the Sight Words {3 Dinosaurs} / Circle Bye {Walking by the Way}

Day 2
- Roll a Rhyme {This Reading Mama} / Roll and Read {Walking by the Way}
- Short Vowel Word Sort {review from This Reading Mama} / Short o Vowel Book {Royal Baloo}
- Re-read the book together. Help your child, if necessary, to read any "tricky" words.
- Read, Write & Stamp {3 Dinosaurs} / Read, Rainbow Write & Build {Royal Baloo}
- Word Search {Rockabye Butterfly} / Sight Word Search {This Reading Mama} / Word Paths {3 Dinosaurs}

Day 3
- Cube Printables {3 Dinosaurs}
- Ask the child to re-read the book all by himself.
- Trace and Write {Rockabye Butterfly} / Making CVC Words {3 Dinosaurs} / Write the words in the boxes. {Royal Baloo} / Words to Type {Walking by the Way}
- CVC Words -Write the Words {This Reading Mama}
- Writing {3 Dinosaurs}

Extra & Extensions
- Read and Write the Room {Royal Baloo}
- Clip the Vowel {Royal Baloo}
- Capital Letters Sheet {Rockabye Butterfly}
- Give the Bus Driver a Ticket Game {Walking by the Way}
- Short Vowel Word Hunts {This Reading Mama}
Set 2, Book 10: *The Red Hen*

Links to Book 10 Printables:
- 3 Dinosaurs
- Rockabye Butterfly
- Royal Baloo
- This Reading Mama
- Walking by the Way

**Day 1**
- Read the book through with child. Help guide the child to read any unknown words while reading. Re-read together one more time (or as many times as the child would like).
- Which One is Different? {3 Dinosaurs} / Word Matching {Rockabye Butterfly}
- Spy Short Vowel Words / Egg Word Slider {Royal Baloo}
- Decorate the Sight Word {Royal Baloo} / Color the Sight Words {3 Dinosaurs}

**Day 2**
- Dot the Words / Hen and Eggs {Walking by the Way}
- Short e Vowel Book / Color by Short Vowel / {Royal Baloo}
- Re-read the book together. Help your child, if necessary, to read any "tricky" words.
- Read, Write & Stamp {3 Dinosaurs} / Read, Rainbow Write & Build {Royal Baloo} / Build the Words {Walking by the Way}
- Word Search {Rockabye Butterfly} / Word Search {Royal Baloo} / Word Paths {3 Dinosaurs}

**Day 3**
- Cube Printables {3 Dinosaurs}
- Ask the child to re-read the book all by himself.
- Trace and Write {Rockabye Butterfly} / Making CVC Words {3 Dinosaurs} / Write the words in the boxes. {Royal Baloo} / Words to Type {Walking by the Way}
- CVC Word Puzzles {This Reading Mama}
- Writing {3 Dinosaurs}

**Extra & Extensions**
- Draw 10 Eggs {Rockabye Butterfly}
- Read and Write the Room {Royal Baloo}
- Short Vowel Word Hunts {This Reading Mama}
Set 2, Book 11: *The Sad Cat*

Links to Book 11 Printables:

- [3 Dinosaurs](#)
- [Rockabye Butterfly](#)
- [Royal Baloo](#)
- [This Reading Mama](#)
- [Walking by the Way](#)

**Day 1**

- Read the book through with child. Help guide the child to read any unknown words while reading. Re-read together one more time (or as many times as the child would like).
- Word Matching {Rockabye Butterfly}
- Read and Write the Room {Royal Baloo}
- Decorate the Sight Word / Color by Sight Word  {Royal Baloo} / Color the Sight Words {3 Dinosaurs}
- Word and Picture Matching {This Reading Mama}

**Day 2**

- Listen and Stick / Roll, Read, Color {Royal Baloo}
- CVC Bottle Cap Spelling {This Reading Mama} / Short a Vowel Book / Short Vowel Puzzles {Royal Baloo}
- Re-read the book together. Help your child, if necessary, to read any "tricky" words.
- Read, Write & Stamp {3 Dinosaurs} / Read, Rainbow Write & Build / Stamp the Words {Royal Baloo}
- Word Search {Rockabye Butterfly} / Word Paths {3 Dinosaurs}

**Day 3**

- Finish the Sentence {Walking by the Way}
- Ask the child to re-read the book all by himself.
- Reading Comprehension {Walking by the Way}
- Trace and Write {Rockabye Butterfly} / Making CVC Words {3 Dinosaurs} / Write the words in the boxes. {Royal Baloo} / Words to Type {Walking by the Way}
- Writing {3 Dinosaurs} / What Makes you Sad or Happy {Rockabye Butterfly}

**Extra & Extensions**

- Cube Printables {3 Dinosaurs}
- Short Vowel Word Hunts {This Reading Mama}
Set 2, Book 12: 0 to 10

Links to Book 12 Printables:

- 3 Dinosaurs
- Rockabye Butterfly
- Royal Baloo
- This Reading Mama
- Walking by the Way

Day 1

- Read the book through with child. Help guide the child to read any unknown words while reading. Re-read together one more time (or as many times as the child would like).
- Which One is Different? {3 Dinosaurs} / Word and Number Matching {Rockabye Butterfly}
- Short Vowel Word Sort {This Reading Mama}
- Decorate the Sight Word {Royal Baloo} / Color the Sight Words {3 Dinosaurs} / Circle Bye {Walking by the Way}

Day 2

- Roll a Rhyme {This Reading Mama} / Rhyming Memory Match {Walking by the Way} / Match the Rhyming Words {Rockabye Butterfly}
- Short Vowel Word Sort {review from This Reading Mama} / Word Scrambles / Color by Short Vowel / Cut and Paste {Royal Baloo}
- Re-read the book together. Help your child, if necessary, to read any "tricky" words.
- Read, Write & Stamp {3 Dinosaurs} / Read, Rainbow Write & Build {Royal Baloo}
- Word Search {Rockabye Butterfly} / Sight Word Search {This Reading Mama} / Word Find {Walking by the Way} / Word Paths {3 Dinosaurs}

Day 3

- Cube Printables {3 Dinosaurs}
- Ask the child to re-read the book all by himself.
- Trace and Write {Rockabye Butterfly} / Making CVC Words {3 Dinosaurs} / Number Tracing / Write the words in the boxes. {Royal Baloo} / Words to Type {Walking by the Way}
- CVC Words -Write the Words {This Reading Mama}
- Writing {3 Dinosaurs}

Extra & Extensions

- Read and Write the Room {Royal Baloo}
- Count and Write {Royal Baloo}
- Make your own Sentences {Walking by the Way}
- Short Vowel Word Hunts {This Reading Mama}
- Zero to 10 Matching & Retelling {This Reading Mama}
Extra Activities for Set 1

If your child needs extra activities or you’d like to switch out these for the ones listed in the lesson outlines, that’s what they’re here for! {Most of these are the same as Set 1, as Set 2 builds on the short vowel patterns from Set 1.}

• Set 2 Build-a-Word Letter Tiles {This Reading Mama}
• 1-2-3 Flip It! Short Vowel Game {This Reading Mama}
• 1-2-3 Spell It! Short Vowel Game {This Reading Mama}
• Magnetic Build-A-Word Pack {This Reading Mama}
• Short Vowel Word Building Pack {This Reading Mama}
• Flip a Word Pack for Short Vowels {This Reading Mama}

• How to Use the Cube Printables {3 Dinosaurs}
• CVC Dot Marker Words {3 Dinosaurs}
• Hopping Word Families {3 Dinosaurs}
• CVC Color by Letter {3 Dinosaurs}

• Word Family Activities {The Measured Mom}
• Word Sliders {The Measured Mom}

• CVC Cups {Meaningful Mama}
• Where’s the Sound? {Meaningful Mama}

• Short Vowel CVC Searches {Mama’s Learning Corner}

• Word Family Straws {Still Playing School}

• Short Vowel Memory Game {Boy Mama Teacher Mama}

• Reader Worksheet Pack {The Homeschool Den}

• Spider Web Sight Words {BOB Books site}

Visit our BOB Books Pinterest Board!